All 4-H members (age 9-19; Horse & Horseless) Attending KCYF Requirements

Complete an age appropriate KEEP Project book:
- Rider Book 9-11 years old
- Wrangler Book 12-15 years old
- Equestrian Book 16-19 years old

ALL members must complete a project book; this is a requirement of the KCYF.

Will you be taking a horse to KCYF?

- Yes
- No

Horse Members:
Complete appropriate KEEP Skills Evaluation Level.
The levels are used to educate, build skills and to determine the appropriate level the member will compete in at the KCYF.
Levels are NWT to Horsemaster.

Horseless Members:
Complete appropriate elements.
The elements are used for education & skill building for those members not taking a horse to KCYF; this will prepare them to take a horse to KCYF.

- All members must complete a KEEP Project book – wrangler (9-11), rider (12-15), equestrian (16-19).
- KEEP Skills Evaluation: NWT through HM members put requirements in the project book in the proper sequence.
- If the member is not moving up, put the most recent (previous years) evaluation in the project book.
- Jumping evaluations are turned into the jumping committee; Do not put in project books.
- Explorer books will be given to the explorer committee.
- Horsemaster: The project book and horsemaster KEEP book are 2 separate books.
  - Please do not put them in the same binder as they are scored by different people.
  - The horsemaster level pattern must be ridden for 2 leaders.
    - One leader can be from the member’s club.
    - The other leader must come from the posted evaluators list.
  - Make copies of both patterns
    - Put one set in the project book.
    - The other set in the horsemaster KEEP book.

Please turn in all of your member’s books at the same time
It is much easier to make sure we have everyone’s books.